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INTRODUOTION

units of m.easure:ment used in soience for evaluating the fundamental quantities length and time are the lDetre and the second.
Although originally related to a partioular dimension of the Earth,
the metre has since 1889 been defined as the distance, under specified
conditions, between two parallel lines engraved on a, platinumiridiuIIl bar (the International Prototype Metre) which is carefully
preserved in a vault at the International Bureau of Weights and
Measures at Sevres in France. Two astronomical units of time are
now recognised: one, the lDean solar second, which is related to the
diurnal period of rotation of the Earth, and the other, m.ore precisely
defined and designated in 1956 as the second, * which is related to
the period of revolution of the Earth about the Sun as represented
by the duration of a particular tropical year. During the next few
years there is every prospect that new definitions of the metre and
the second will beco:me adopted which will be expressed in terms of
certain fundamental characteristics of the atom.
The history and prospects of the m.etric units outlined above
most aptly illustrate, not only the IIleans adopted to establish
practical standards of lDeasurement on bases which are currently
considered to be the best available for the purpose, but also the
careful surveillance IIlaintained over these bases, extending to
modification or even change if desirable, so that the eIIlerging requireDlents of precision and accessibility of the standards for fine
measureIllents are satisfied. Units of measurement remain abstract
conceptions and cannot be used as the practical bases of Dleasurement
until they have been defined in one of two ways: either by reference
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• Also known as the second of ephemeris time.
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to an arbitrary Illaterial standard, as in the case of the Dletre, or
by reference to natural phenom.ena, including physical constants,
physical cc situations" and the properties of specified substances.
A natural astronoInical standard has always been favoured as the
Dleans of definillg time because of the impressively regular recurrence
of such phenomena as the day, the lunar month and the year.
Both the precision and superiority of the existing definitions
of the metre and the second are now in question. The generally
accepted estim.ate of the reproducibility of the metre em.bodied in
the hierarchic system. of platinum-iridium. line-standards (including
the International Prototype Metre, its cc Temoins " and the family
of national copies) is between 200 and 300 parts in 1000 millions
(10 9 ). An improvement of this figure of merit to 100 parts in 10 8 ,
and perhaps better, is probably attainable on the evidenoe of results
obtained from. certain copies which have been modified by providing
them with high-quality defining lines suitable for observation in a
comparator furnished with photoelectric lllicroscopes. Nevertheless,
Dlaterial standards remain vulnerable to secular change, damage or
destruction and Illust be shielded as securely as possible frolD these
vicissitudes by setting up, for the maintenance and dissemination
of the unit of IIleasurement, a hierarchy of standards which renders
the basic standard practically inaccessible, while the system as a
whole may be subject to small but undisclosed secular variations
of length. A natural basis for length :measurem.ents was the ideal
in the minds of the creators of the m.etric syste:m when they adopted
a certain di:mension on the Earth's surface as the foundation of
m.easurem.ent. For various reasons the original solution was
abandoned in favour of one based on material standards, but the
ideal has not diminished in its appeal to those responsible at the
present time for enduing the m.etre with the desired qualities of
precision, permanence, invariability and ubiquity. As will be seen
later, a recoIIlInendation to define the metre in terms of wavelengths
of light, witll a prospective reproducibility of 1 part in 10 9 , as well
as other desirable attributes, is likely to become adopted in 1960.
The astronomical standards of time possess the advantages of
permanence and availability but they lack the precision required
in some :modern scientific and technological applications. To some
extent this lack of precision is overcome by averaging the astronomical Illeasurements over long periods by means of clocks, such
as pendulum. clocks or the :more accurate quartz clocks. Byaveraging over a period of one hundred days, for example, the mean solar
second can be determined with an accuracy of about 1 part in 10 9 •
Quartz clocks always tend to lose or gain at a gradually changing
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rate, but if the variation is regular the law can be obtained by
:measurem.ents extending over long periods and they can then be
used to provide a finely divided tiIne scale which is adjusted from.
time to time so as to keep in step with the rotation of the Earth.
A statistical analysis ofthe perform.ance of quartz clocks has provided
strong evidence that the rate of rotation of the Earth varies periodically throughout the year. A study of the periods of revolution of
other bodies of the solar system. during the past two centuries also
indicates that the rotation of the Earth has changed in an irregular
way by as much as 80 parts in 10 9 • It is because of these periodic
and irregular variations in the mean solar second that the alternative
unit based on the Earth's period of revolution about the Sun has
been adopted. Unfortunately the astronomical :measurements required to determine this unit are considerably less precise than
those required to determine the m.ean solar second and they :must
be averaged over longer intervals to give the required accuraoy.
It has recently been determined with an accuracy estimated to be
2·2 parts in 10 9 from. m.easurem.ents extending over three years.
Quartz clocks cannot be relied upon to give a uniforln performance
over such long periods and the value obtained for the second can
therefore be regarded only as an average value, unless an atomio
standard is used for interpolation. For most scientific purposes it
is the value at a particular instant or over a short interval that is
required and, as the accuracies needed even in current practical
applications approach 1 part in 10 9 , it is clear that an astronomical
standard is no longer adequate for all purposes.
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

It is well known that atoms can exist in a nu:mber of different
states corresponding to different configurations of the electrons
surrounding the nuclei, that each state is characterised by a particular energy value, and that changes from. one state to another
are accompanied by the quantised radiation or absorption of an
electromagnetic wave having the frequency I where
I = (El - EI)/k
(1)
k being Planck's constant and E I and El the energies of the two
states. As the wave travels, in vacuo, with the velocity c, the
corresponding wavelength is
'- = ch/(E I - El)
(2)
As the quantities on the right-hand side of the equations are all
fundamental constants, any atomic radiation is potentially a standard
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of length or of frequency (or its inverse, time-interval). It is clear
that the frequency of the radiation depends on the difference between
the two energy states and that, as a, great many states are normally
possible, any particular group of the sam.e kind of atoms can emit
radiations at :many different frequencies. Many of these fall in
the optical region of the spectrum. and can be seen by eye as lines
in a speotroscope. SODle of the lines are seen to be sharp but others
are obviously wide and, by inoreasing the resolving power of the
spectroscope, are often found to consist of a number of closely
spaced lines. For a standard a, single sharp line must be selected;
but even single lines have a certain width, the m.ain causes of which
are listed in the table below. The width due to the Doppler effect
is a simple function of the velooity of the atom. (or m.olecule) but
those due to pressure and saturation depend on the nature of the
particle and the operating conditions. A compromise between
line-width and intensity is often necessary and the widths given
in the table simply show the order obtained in some typioal
experiments.
TABLE 1
LINE WIDTHS

Magnitude.
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The spectral lines used as wavelength standards cannot be used
as frequency standards because there is no technique available for
com.paring such frequenoies, of the order of 10 16 c/s, with that of
the quartz olocks which are usually 105 or 108 e/s. There are, however, transitions between closely spaced levels, such as the hyperfine
structure levels, which correspond to frequencies of the order of
10 10 ols, and these can be compared easily and accurately with the
quartz clook.
THE LIGHT-WAVE STANDARD OF LENGTH
THE RED LINE OF CADMIUM

The idea of using the wavelength of light as a natural basis for
IIleasureIIlents of length was first propounded by J. Babinet [1]
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during the period in the nineteenth century when the wave theory
of light was being developed and verified. But it was not until
the last decade of the century that A. A. Michelson and J. R. Benoit,
using the Miohelson interfero:meter, made the first determination of
the Dletre in wavelengths of the red line in the spectruIn of cadmium.
This practical achievement was important in dem.onstrating the
feasibility of a :metre speoified solely by means of a nu:mber of lightwaves. Then, during 1905-6, J. R. Benoit, O. Fabry and A. Perot
repeated the determination, using the Fabry-Perot interferometer
and an improved method for relating the optically :measured length
of their longest interferometer to the IDaterial standard of length.
Their originally announced value of the cadmium. wavelength AB in
terms of the Dletre, nam.ely 6438·4696 X 10- 10 ID. in standard air,·
confinned the Michelson-Benott value within the acouracies of the
two experiInents, and the red line was adopted in 1907 [2] as
the spectroscope reference standard and as the m.eans of defining the
angstrom (A). This was accomplished by assigning to AB the value
6438·4696 A, and the angstrom has since served for all spectroscopic
measurements of wavelength. The 7th General Oonference of
Weights and Measures, 1927 [3], although rejeoting a proposal to
adopt the cadmiuIIl standard as the ultimate reference for the
metre, gave provisional sanction for measurements of length in terms
of the acoepted experimental value 6438·4696 X 10- 10 In. of this
standard, whioh thus became a permitted alternative to direct
reference to the Prototype Metre or its authorized copies. The
nominal value of one angstrom is therefore 1 X 10- 10 Ill.
In all, nine measurements of the metre in terms of AB have been
announced, including the two already m.entioned, and the results
are collected together in Table 2.
The values in Table 2 are adjusted to standard atmospherio conditions and the results of seven of the measurements (including the
Benoit-Fabry-Perot value) have been amended, since they were
originally announced, to take account of subsequent conclusions
about the values to be attributed to the metre standards employed
in the various determinations. By Or convenient fluke the lIlean of
the nine values of AB is identical with the value adopted in 1907
for spectrosoopy and in 1927 (provisionally) for Dletrology. Furthermore, there is no evidence of any trend of the values with time, thus
indioating that the hierarohy of :metre standards is secularly stable.
The maxiDlum. deviation from. the m.ean is equivalent to 260 parts
• For spectroscopio purposes standard air is thus specified: dry air at
llSo C under standard atmospheric pressure (1 013 250 dyn/cm l ) and containing 0-03 per cent.· by volume of carbon dioxide.
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TABLE 2

VALUES 01' THE METRE IN WA.VELENGTHS 0)' CADMIUM: RED LIGHT AND THE
DERIVED VALUES 0:1' WAVELENGTH AB IN STANDARD AIR

Date.

Observers.

Number of
waves in
t metre.

(unit-t X 10- 11 m).

1 553 164·25

6438·4691

BIP}I & ONAM, Paris 1 553 163·96

643.8,4703

OBWM, Tokyo

1 553 164·46

6438·4682

NPL, Teddington

1 553 163·71

6438·4713

PTR, Oharlottenburg 1 553 164·29

6438·4689

NPL, Teddington

1 553 163-81

6438·4709

PTR, Charlottenburg 1 553 164·27

6438·4690

1 553 164·03

6438·4700

Laboratories.

1

1892-3 A. A. Miohelson
and J. R. Benoit
1905-6 J. R. Benoit,
C. Fabry and
A Perot
N. Watanabe and
1927
M.Imaizumi
J. E. Sears and
1933
H. Barrell
W. Kosters and
1933
P. Lampe
1934-5 J. E. Sears and
H. Barrell
1934-5 W. Kosters and
P. Lampe
W. Kosters and
1937
P. Lampe
1940
M. F. Romanova,
G. V. Varlich,
A. I. Kartashev
andN. R.
Batarchukova

BIPM, Paris

"

"

I IM, Leningrad
I

I

1 553 164·12

BIPM:
CNAM:
CBWM:
NPL:
PTR :
IM:

6438·4696

I

Standard deviation:
of ~ingle determinatlon
of mean
~

.. - - - _.•

I
I
I

II

I. _ - -_._-_ _ - - ' -..

6438-4687

1 553 164·34

;

I

I

Aa

..

Mean values

I

Wavelength

00011

0261

0-09
~

0-0004

i

f

.•

...

-I

I
I
I,
I

.---_-J

Bureau International des Poids et Mesures
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers
Central Bureau of Weights and Measures
National Physioal Laboratory
Physikalisch-Technische Reichsanstalt
D.I. Mendeleev Institute of Metrology

in 10 9 (average deviation 140 parts in 10 9 ), which accords well with
the accuracy associated with the :measureDlent of length in terms
of the Inaterial standards of the metre.
IMPROVED SOURCES OF MONOCHROMATIO LIGHT

Mention has already been made of one unsuccessful proposal for
a wavelength definition of the :metre and there have been others.
Up to 1939 none was acceptable, :mainly because no known optical
radiation, emitted froIn a natural elem.ent, was considered to possess
a significantly higher degree of reproducibility than the best material
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standards. The highly favourable prospect which now exists for
acceptance of a wavelength definition is due primarily to the introduction and development, during the past 20 years, of sources of
lIlonochromatic radiations using, instead of the natural elements,
pure isotopes of even atolIlic mass and charge as the emitters of
radiation. Most of the radiations formerly recognised for use as
wavelength standards in spectroscopy and m.etrology are emitted
by elements with a, mixed isotope content, very often with appreoiable
abundanoes of isotopes having odd and even ato:mic masses, e.g.
cadmiu:m, krypton, m.ercury and iron. It is known that a single
isotope with odd atomic mass produoes speotrallines with hyperfine
structure due to interactions between the nuclear and electronic
spins. It is teohnically very :muoh more difficult to isolate a single
component of hyperfine struoture from. a radiation in the optioal
region than it is froni one in the microwave region. A single isotope
with even atomic mass and charge (zero nuolear spin) emits lines
free froni hyperfine structure and is the best source of an optioal
standard. Elements with two or !Dore isotopes having different
Illasses (whether odd or even) are also subject to isotope displaoement
effects-the corresponding radiations from. isotopes of different
masses are not coinoident-and give rise to unwanted struoture or
to apparent broadening due to overlapping of hyperfine-struoture
components and isotope displaoements. Although these effeots
apply to both emission and absorption of radiation by atoms, attention is confined in the following section to emission sources since
these are of immediate practical importance for the definition and
Illeasurement of length.
LINE BROADENINGS AND DISPLAOEMENTS

Besides the line-complexities characteristic of odd-m.ass isotopes
and of isotope mixtures, there are other broadening effects on
spectral lines which are now better understood and therefore capable
of analysis. Three of the broadening effects, with their :magnitudes
in the optical and miorowave regions, are listed in Table 1. Of
these, the natural width is small but inevitable, for it is due to the
finite widths of the two atomic energy states oonoerned in the
emission of radiation. The Doppler width, due to random. thermal
motions of the emitting atoms, is dependent on the square root
of the ratio of the absolute temperature to the atomic lIlass, and
in lllost souroes is several times larger than the natural width. Both
these broadenings are symmetrical and do not produce any shift
in the Inean wavelength of the line. On the other hand pressure
broadening effects are usually asymmetrical and introduce the
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possibility of displacements of the line. They depend on the temperature, density and nature of the atomo neighbours of the emitters
and can be classified as follows:
(i) collision broadening, due to the presence of foreign atoms
(impurities or camers) with the emitters;
(ii) resonance broadening, due to the presence of atoms of the
sam.e kind as the emtters;
(iii) interatoInio Stark broadening, due to the eDlitters being
within the influence of ionio and eleotronio fields.
The broadening and complicating effeots of external electric fields
(Stark effects) and magnetio fields (ZeeIllan effects) can be rendered
negligible if the best :modern sources of high-quality :monochromatio
radiations are utilised under carefully controlled conditions of
excitation.
Finally, there are the effects of self-absorption, or self-reversal,
on eIIlission lines. A radiation elllitted by atoms in the central
region of a discharge laDlp IIlay be partially absorbed by the surrounding cooler, less perturbed atoms and then exhibits self-reversal.
The resonance lines, for whioh the lower energy level is the normal
state, and lines for which the lower level is metastable are those
:most liable to self-reversal. This so modifies the intensity profile
across the line that the radiation becoIlles effectively broadened or
even assumes the appearance of a doublet when the central region
of the line is completely absorbed. The broadening effect is often
asymlIletrical.
PRINOIPLES FOB A WAVELENGTH DEFINITION

It will now be evident that the closest approach to the ideal
conception of Dlonochro:matic light could only be attained by a
single, unperturbed atom, of even atomio :mass and charge, in a
state of rest relative to the observer, or perhaps by a group of such
atoms each of the same :mass which exert no influenoes upon one
another. The radiation would be specified by IIleans of the two
spectral terms denoting the energy states of the atom. between which
the transition takes place giving rise to the emission of radiation,
cl. equations (1) and (2). In order to eliminate the need to specify
the refractive index of the IIledium. in which the standard radiation
is propagated it would be advisable to define the unit of length in
terms of vacuum. wavelengths. This is because the vaouum. wavelength Ao is a natural constant, whereas the wavelength Am in a m.edium.
of refractive index 17,,,, varies inversely with "'m' and Ao = Am "'tII.
Such indeed were the principles borne in mind by the Con-
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sultative CODlmittee for the Definition of the Metre, speoially
cODlIIlissioned in 1952 bythe International ComDlittee of Weights and
Measures for advisory purposes, when it made a, nu:mber of reCOIllmendations at its first session held in 1953 [4]. This developIIlent
was the result of a, resolution, adopted by the 9th General Conference
of Weights and Measures, 1948 [5], which drew attention to the
advanoes made in the produotion of highly Inonoohromatio light
from. pure even-mass isotopes and their importance for the praotioal
definition and :measurement of length.
The Consultative Committee also recolllmended that continuity
with the existing definition of the :metre would best be preserved
through the intennediary of the wavelength AB of the red line of
cadmium. in standard air. For this purpose the Inean value of
AB = 6438-4696 X 10- 10 Ill, derived froIn the nine determinations
of the metre (8ee Table 2), was accepted. Since any new referenoe
wavelength standard selected to supersede the cadmium. standard
would be related to the vaCUUIll condition, it was essential to speoify
a dispersion forIIlula for standard air. The committee adopted that
evaluated by B. Edlen [6] from the results of three independent
experimental determinations. Edlen's dispersion formula had already been internationally aocepted for purely spectroscopio reductions of wavelengths to the standard-air or the vaouum condition.
These provisions ensured that, as far as possible, the numerical
values of all opticalwavelengths expressed in angstroms would remain
unchanged and that 1 .A. became, by definition, equal to 1 x 10-10 m
exactly. All the above recommendations and provisions were
accepted by the lOth General Conference of Weights and Measures,
1954 [7].
THE FINAL RECOMMENDATION
In 1957, the Consultative Committee met for its second session
with a view to drafting, if possible, a final recommendation for the
metre definition in harDlony with the principles it had for:merly
established. It considered, in particular, a num.ber of reports [8]
froIn different laboratories describing investigations on the lIlonochroInatio radiations from. discharge lamps containing the isotopes
krypton-S6 (or 84), m.ercury-198 and cadm.ium.-114. For the radiations of krypton isotopes, the best source is the hot-cathode discharge
lamp originally introduced by W. Kosters and E. Engelhard [9]
and more recently iInproved by the latter. In this laInp the isotope
is autoIIlatioally maintained at a pressure of about 0·01 DlmHg;
resonance and inter-atoDlic Stark broadenings and shifts are quite
small, the Stark effect of the exciting electrio field is negligible and
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the Doppler width is considerably reduced by running the lamp in
0
a, cryostat m.aintained at the triple point of nitrogen (63 K).
The effect of departures from. the ideal conditions of excitation
speoified by the OOID.Dlittee are calculable. The isotope of higher
mass is the easier to isolate by the process of thermal diffusion [10]
used to separate the constituents of natural krypton.
J. Terrien [11] reported the results obtained frOIn SOIlle comparative studies of the Michelson visibility functions and the intensity
profiles of suitable lines in the spectra of the krypton, Dlercury and
cadm.iuIIl isotopes, and established that two lines of krypton-86the orange line (6056 A) and the yellow-green line (5650 A)-are
the sharpest ever known to have been produced frOnt discharge
lamps of the established kind.
For the :mercury-198 isotope the best souroe is the simple forDl
of electrodeless discharge laIllp designed by W. F. Meggers and
F. O. Westfall [12]. It consists of a, tubular envelope of Vycor
glass (96 per cent. silica), about 14 cm. long and 5 :mm. internal
diameter, containing one or two milligrams of the isotope· with a
small a:mount of argon as carrier gas, and is excited with highfrequenoy electrical oscillations at 150 Mcls or higher. Cooling
the lalllp with a strealIl of water near 0° C eliminates the tendency
to self-reversal exhibited at higher temperatures by the strong
green line (5461 A), which has a metastable lower state. Electrodeless laIIlps, similarly excited, are used also for the krypton isotopes
(without carrier gas and at 63° K) and the cadmiuDl isotopet (with
carrier gas and at about 550° K). Despite its simplicity of construction and operation, there are features of the electrodeless lamp which
render it less satisfactory than the hot-cathode lamp used for the
krypton isotopes. It is more difficult to specify the excitation
conditions rigorously and the effects of departures from the ideally
specified conditions are not calculable with any certainty. The
need for a foreign carrier gas (usually argon) in :mercury and cadmium
lam.ps leads to SOIlle asynrmetrical broadening of the lines and,
consequently, to a slight red shift of their wavelengths. Such
laIllps are also Bubject to sIIlall secular changes in effective w·avelength because the carrier gas slowly disappears by adsorption on
the internal surfaces of the lam.p under the influence of the discharge.

* Mercury-198

is best produced by irradiating pure gold with neutrons
in an atomic reactor; Bome of the gold is transformed by neutron absorption
into a short-lived radioactive isotope of gold which, after emission of a fJ-ray,
becomes the stable isotope of mercury with atomic mass 198, separable
from the gold by distillation.
t Specially investigated at the Mendeleev Institute of Metrology, Leningrad.
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Nevertheless, both la:mps are used, the Inercury-198 lamp very
extensively, for many practical purposes of Dleasuring length not
requiring the highest attainable precision, e.g. for calibrating endstandards and slip gauges used as reference standards of length in
precision engineering measurements.
Fig. 1 shows comparison interferograms of the Fabry-Perot
fringes, at a, path difference of 40 cm, for the orange line of krypton86 and the green line of :mercury-198. The fringes were photographed at the NPL froIn an Engelhard hot-cathode krypton-86
lamp at 63° K and a Meggers electrodeless :mercury-198 lalIlp
maintained near 0° C by water cooling. The superiority of the
fringes in krypton light is clearly demonstrated.
Table 3 gives the values reported to the comIIlittee of the vaCUUDl
wavelengths of three lines of krypton-S6 and three lines of mercury198 as :measured in five laboratories. The results were obtained
by interferometric cODlparisons, at a. path difference of 125 Dlm,
with the red line of cadmium from the internationally specified
Michelson lamp [13]. Since the accepted value of AB in standard
air is 6438·4696 X IO-l0m. and the refractive index of standard
air for the red line calculated from Edlen's formula is 1·000 276 381,
the derived vacuum wavelength of the cadmium. red line used as
the intermediary standard is 6440-24907 X 10- 10 m.
TABLE 3
KRYPTON ·86

VACUUM: WAVELENGTHS OF
AND MERCURY·198 LINES
DETERMINED IN FIVE LABORATORIES; UNIT
1 X 10- 10 m

-_._-_ _-

-

....

Laboratory.
Types of
interferometer
used.

Engelhard hotcathode krypton-86 lamp

I

BIPM.

I

PTB.

=

I

f

NPL.

OIIWM.

1

NRO.

Hean
!
offlve
MfcheIson
FabryFabrylaboratorIes.
and
Michelson. Perot. I Perot. Fabry-I
Perot. Webe1SOD.
Fabry-Perot.
I

I
--'---

5651·1286
6057·8021
6458-0720

88
23
22

86
21
15

86
21
25

._._- 83
21
18

.

82
19
16

1565101286;
6057-8021
6458·0720

Meggers eleetrodeless mer·
cury-198.lamp

5462·2707
5771-1985
5792-2684

09
87
87

07
85
85

08
84
86

04
79
83

04
78
80

5462-2707
5771-1984,·
5792-2685
.

BIPM: Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, Sevres
PTB:
Physikalisch.Technische Bundesanstalt, Braunschweig
NPL : National Physical Laboratory, TeddingtoD
CIIWM: Central Inspection Institute of Weights and Measures, Tokyo
NRC
National Research Council, Ottawa

The Consultative Co:mmittee decided to recomInend the orange
line of krypton-86, corresponding to the transition between the
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energy levels of the krypton-S6 ato:m denoted by the speotral terms
2PI0 and 5d&, as the :means for future definition of the metre. On
this basis the :metre is equal to 1 650 763·73 vacuum. wavelengths
of the radiation, the corresponding value of the wavelength being
6057.8021 1 X 10- 10 m. Recent work, partioularly by E. Engelhard
[14], indicates that the wavelength of the reoommended line, when
emitted from the hot-cathode krypton lamp at 63 0 K and corrected
for the small departures froIn the ideally specified conditions of
excitation, is reproduoible to about 1 part in 10 9 • It would then be
more preoise by about two orders of magnitude than the material
standard as the IIleans of defining the unit of length. Practical
calibrations of the highest quality of existing end-standards and
line-standards of l-:metre length in terms of the krypton-S6 wavelength standard would probably not attain a better precision than
10 parts in 10 9, or about one order of m.agnitude better than oan
be obtained froUl oomparisons with :material standards of the
:metre.
In 1958, the International Committee of Weights and Measures
[15] considered the final reoommendation made by the Consultative
Committee and unanimously agreed to submit a resolution embodying the recommendation for plenary discussion and decision at the
11th General Conference of Weights and Measures in 1960.
THE ATOMIO-BEAM SOUROE

An extremely interesting type of source, which would be expected
to produce nearly ideal :monochromatic radiation, is the atomio
beam used either in emission or absorption. Preliminary sttldies
of the atomic beam, using pure isotopes of suitable type, have been
initiated in Bome laboratories with the object of assessing the practical
possibilities of such a, source for providing a standard superior even
to the krypton-S6 standard described above. Some discussion of
these possibilities took place at the 1957 session of the Consultative
Committee. It was especially considered whether or not it would
be reasonable to defer the drafting of any recommendation to define
the metre optically until there had been Inore opportunity to assess
the chances of using a, spectral line from an atomic-beam source
as the basis. In the event the committee unanimously agreed to
prooeed with the krypton-S6 standard on the grounds that a new
definition of the metre is urgently needed. One of the two resolutions on this subject to be submitted by the International Committee
to the next General Conference will instruct the Consultative Committee to continue the studies of improved wavelength standards,
with special reference to atomio beam sources.

1. - Fabry - Perot
fringes in the green line
of mercury-19B (left)
and the orange line of
krypton-S6 at the same
path of difference of
40 cm; approximate
limits of interference
are 50 cm for the
mercury-198 line and
80 cm for the krypton86 line.
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Some indication is given in Fig. 2 of the extreme sharpness of
a, line emitted from an atomio beam.. The Fabry-Perot interferograms were obtained, at path differences of 78, 94 and 108 cm, in
the resonance line (4226 .A) of natural calcium (97 per cent. calcium40) e:mitted from. an atomic beam. with a collimation factor of 60,
by K, W. Meissner and V. KauflIlan (Purdue University) [16], who
have kindly given permission to reproduce their fringe pictures in
this article. The fringes have also been photographed at longer
path differences up to 130 CIn, indicating that the line-width achieved
is not far in excess of the natural width, and the experiments are
oontinuing with the object of assessing the coherence (or limit of
interferenoe) of the radiation at path differences up to 200 om.
SPECTRAL-LINE FBEQUENOY STANDARDS
THE AMMONIA STANDARD

The first radio-frequenoy lines to be found experilllentally were
those associated with the inversion of the am:monia lllolecule in
which the nitrogen atom. reverses its position relative to the plane
of the hydrogen atoms. If energy from. a klystron oscillator is
passed down a waveguide containing amlIlonia at a pressure of
0·001 m.:mHg and the frequency of the oscillator is varied through
the value of 23 870 Mo/s a detectable aznount of the radiation is
absorbed, the band width of the absorption line being about 0·1
Mc/s. This line (designated the AmUlonia J = 3, K = 3 line) is by
far the strongest radio-frequency line and it has been intensively
studied with the object of reducing the band width. Sucoess was
achieved by J. P. Gordon, C. H. Townes and H. J. Zeiger [17] at
Columbia University and by N. G. Basov and A. M. Prokhorov [18]
in the Soviet Union with the introduotion of the " Maser" (Microwave amplification by the stimulated emission of radiation). In this
form of standard a beam. of IIlolecules is directed through a system.
of electrodes (Fig. 3) which deflect :molecules in the low energy state
out of the beaIll, leaving those in the high energy state to enter the
cavity resonator. In the resonator equilibrium. between the states
is established and suffioient radiation is liberated froIn the atolIlS
to &Dlplify a microwave signal at the line frequency or, under suitable
conditions, to maintain oscillations at this frequency. It thus
becomes a, radio-frequency emission line and possesses the important
advantage over optical emission lines excited in the usual way that
the radiation is continuously coherent. The frequenoy however
depends to a small extent on the electrical circuit and on the operating conditions, and it is therefore diffioult to define it in terms of the
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spectral line with a, precision oloser than ± 10 parts in 10 8 , although
by careful control of the conditions and the adoption of a, definite
operational procedure J. Bonanomi, J. de Prins, J. Herrmann and
R.F. powerinput -..-.

I

Focusing electrode

R.F. power
output

I

....... N!H~3~~~: =:5~".E:::::::;P:S~-========-

FIG.

3.-Representation of the maser.

P. Kartaschoff [19] obtained a repetition aoouracy of ± 0·2 part
in 10 9 • Their cc IIlasers " at NeuohAtel are used to give a calibration
of the Observatory Time Signals in terms of an adopted value
(23 870·129 235 Mc/a) of the ammonia spectral line.

THE CAESIUM STANDARD
A very different and so far a :more successful method of using
a spectral line as a frequency standard is based on a technique of
radio-frequency spectroscopy developed at Columbia University by
I. I. Rabi, P. Kusch, and J. R. Zacharias and described in detail
by N. F. RaIIlsey [20]. Many atoIIls possess IIlagnetic :moments the
strength and direction of which are functions of the energy states
of the atom. An atom. possessing a magnetic rnom.ent is deflected
in a non-uniform magnetic field and it is thus possible to detect
the occurrence of transitions between the different states by observing
the deflection of the atoms in suitably disposed fields. The :method
possesses great sensitivity and spectral lines which would give a
quite negligible absorption or emission of radiation can be detected
with ease. A line in the hyperfine structure of the caesium. atom
promised to be particularly suitable as a standard because its
frequency, near 9200 Mc/s (wavelength 3 cm), is very convenient
for the electronio equipm.ent, caesium. atoms are the easiest of all
to detect, and they can be produced in a simple m.anner by heating
to about 150 0 C a mixture of caesium chloride and sodium..
The caesium. atom can be regarded as consisting of a central
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nucleus surrounded by a cloud of eleotrons and then by a single
valenoy eleotron, whioh is spinning in either the sam.e or the opposite
direotion to the nuoleus. Acoording to the direction of spin the
atom. possesses slightly different energy values, and also equal but
opposite magnetio m.om.ents.
To multipliers and quar\z

oscillator

Collimating

Ov,n

Detector

slit

Cavity resonators

wire

"'---- Deflecting magnets

fI
,

f
I

I

fI
,

Uniform d.c. field
FIG.

4.-Component parts of the beam chamber and typical beam paths.

The method was the olimax of a long developm.ent in the techniques of using atomic beams but the equipment required for a
frequency standard [21] is remarkably simple as seen froIn Fig. 4.
It oonsists of an oven, collimating slit and detector, with two magnets
of a field strength and gradient of about 4000 oersted for producing
the defleotions and two oavity resonators for inducing transitions
from one state to the other. All the components are housed in a
highly evaouated enclosure, a vaouum of the order of 1 X 10-8 or
1 X 10-7 :mmHg being required to enable the majority of the atoms
to travel the length of the chamber without oollisions.
Typical paths which the atoms are lDade to follow are shown in
the lower part of the figure, the deflections being greatly exaggerated.
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FIG. 5.-,:rie\," of atonlic caesium standards at the National Physical Laboratory.
1."he Dlodel in the celltre surroullded b)~ field coils ha·s been in operation since 1955. In the foreground is a self-contained
Inodel 811Cl tIle v'ertical tube passing into tile 1"00111 a·bove is a more accurate model under construction. An" Atomichron "
can be seen ill tIle bc:\ckgrolllu..l.
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path length. Widths as small as 120 c/s have been obtained
and experienoe suggests that this could be reduoed to 50 o/S.
A long vertically mounted oaesium. standard nea.ring oompletion at the NPL for this purpose is shown in Figure 5.
The fact that such a high preoision can be obtained in a, short
time enables another important property of any standard-that of
perm.anence-to be tested by controlled experiments. The various
parameters of the design can be altered and the effects on frequenoy
measured by comparison with that of another atomic standard or,
since stability over a short time only is required, with that of a,
quartz standard. Such an investigation has been canied out at
the National Physical Laboratory. It was found that the frequenoy
was independent of m.ost of the parameters to an extraordinary
degree and that the only two needing careful control are the value
of the d.c. m.agnetic fields and the phasing of the alternating field
in the two cavities. Both of these oan be checked by observations
made with the standard itself and it is thought that the effeots of
accidental variations should not exceed a few parts in 1011.
INTERCOMPARISON OF CAESIUM STANDARDS

Another important way of establishing the reliability of a, new
form of standard is to compare models of different and independent
construotion. A series of measurements [22] was m.ade at the NPL
between the NPL standard, two commercial cc Atomichrons " and
an experimental caesium standard made by the same firm (The
National Co:mpany Inc.). There were large differences in the constructional details of the atomic beam. tubes and in the :methods of
operation. The NPL caesium. standard is used simply as a resonator
to which an oscillator is set manually and measured in ter:ms of the
quartz standard, while the National Company standards are provided
with a servo-Ioop which maintains the frequency of a quartz
osoillator in a fixed relationship with that of the caesium. frequenoy.
For a lIlonth regular comparisons were m.ade, the electronio controls
of the cc Atomichrons " being realign.ed for each m.easurement. The
standard deviation of these results was 0·03 part in 10 9 • The
average differences between the standards is given in Table 4.
TABLE 4
FREQUENOY DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE NPL CAESIUM: STANDARD, TWO
~OKICHBONS Nos. III AND 117 AND AN EXPERIMENTAL MODEL No. 857

III-NPL 0·22 ± 0·14 x 10117-NPL 0·32 ± 0·14: x 10-1
857 X I-NPL 0·15 ± 0·14: x 10-1
The limits of error include the estimated systematic errors.
1

X1
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WAYES
Unlike the other standards of :measurement a frequency standard
can be :made available at great distances by IDeans of radio transIIlissions, and since 1955 the Rugby service of transmissions under
the call sign MSF has been calibrated at the NPL in terms of the
caesium. line. The high frequenoy transIIlissions (frequencies of 2·5,
5 and 10 Mc/e) are received at a distance after reHection at the
E and F reHecting layers of the ionosphere and variations in these
layers give rise to a Doppler effect, so that the received frequenoy
may differ by as :much as 100 parts in 10 9 froIn the transmitted
frequency. On the other hand, the propagation oonditions for the
60 ko/e transnrlssion and also for the 16 kc/a transmission (GBR)
which is controlled by the sam.e standard are remarkably stable.
There is a small effect at sunrise and sunset but there is evidence
that during the daytiDle the effects due to propagation are not
greater than a few parts in 10 10 and perhaps on the average a few
parts in 1011. The transIIlissions can be used for setting simple
local standards to the caesiUDl value and they can then be used for
measurements of the highest precision. The Rugby transmissions,
for exa:mple, have been used in both the U.S.A. and New Zealand.
The transnrlssions also enable distant standards to be compared
and Table 5 gives the results of a series of comparisons [23] made
between Harvard University, Boston and the NPL. At Harvard,
J. A. Pierce :measured both the MSF transnrlssions and also a transmission controlled by an cc Atomichron" at Camden, New York,
and thus obtained the relationship between them. Monthly
averages are given but the standard deviation of individual daily
measurements was only ± 0·4 part in 10 9 •
INTERCOMPABISONS BY RADIO

TABLE 5
COMPARISON BY RADIO BETWEEN THE NPL CAESIUM: STANDARD AND THE
ATOMICBBON AT CAMDEN, NEW YORK

Date.

· · ·
· ·· ·· ··
· ·- ·· ··
·
·
. · · · · ·
. · · · · ·

November 1956
December
January 1957
February •
:March.
April
:May

Fre~DCY dIfference

NP

Atomichron;

unit 1 x 10--

0·7
0·2
0-6
0·8
0·5
0·0
0·2

THE UNIT OF FREQUENOY AND TIME-INTERVAL

[24-27]

The first caesium standard was not in operation until the middle
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of 1955 but the various checks and inter-oomparisons that have
been made give such convincing evidence of its reliability, reproducibility and ease of application that it is already generally accepted
to be the most accurate of all the standards of measurement, including
the astronomical standard for the unit of time interval. The
caeSillIn standard is ideally suited to measurenlents of frequency
and to many physical measurements which involve relatively short
intervals of time, because, when calibrated in terms of the
caesium. standard at regular intervals, quartz clocks serve to integrate the atomic unit quite reliably over intervals of days, weeks
and even years. In this way the variations in the rate of rotation
of the Earth have been measured [28]. Some Dleasurements,
particularly in the field of astronomy, extend over m.any years and
these are m.ore conveniently expressed in terms of an astronomical
standard. The a.stronomicalstandard moreover serves the additional
useful purpose of giving the time of day, which is essential for civil
life.
There are thus strong reasons for using the atomio standard for
precise measurements and retaining the astronomical standard for
preserving continuity over long periods and for giving the time of
day. On the other hand it would be undesirable and confusing to
have two unrelated units of time and it should be possible to combine
the useful features of both standards in the derivation of a single
unit which will be adequate for all purposes.
Until this has been done it will be necessary to specify the unit
employed in measurements having a precision better than a few
parts in 108 • The unit of time made available by observatory time
signals is the mean solar second or, lDore precisely, the second of
Universal Tirne 2 (UT2). The internationally agreed fundamental
unit, however, is the second of Ephemeris Time (ET) based on the
revolution of the Earth about the sun and this is IIlade available in
retrospect by :means of a correction to UT2. If a unit derived
from an atomic standard is used it is necessary to state the adopted
value of the frequency of the spectral line employed. For example,
the provisional value adopted at the NPL for the caesium line was
9 192 631 830 o/s, which was based on the value in terms of UT2
when the lDeasurement was first made (June 1955). A joint programme of work between the U.S. Naval Observatory and the NPL
[29] has given a value based on a three-year average in terms of
the second (of ET). This is
Frequency of caesium F,m (4,0) ~ F,m (3,0) line at zero field
= 9 192 631 770 ± 20 cia
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and the value of 9 192 631 770, with linrits of ± 1 eis, is being used
provisionally at the NPL and at the U.S. Naval Observatory to
define a unit of atomio time.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

There is little doubt that atonrio standards will serve to define
the fundamental units of length and time within the next decade.
They are already in wide use and are proving themselves not only
Blore precise but far Dlore convenient and accessible than the
standards which are the bases of the present definitions. A recom.m.endation to establish a Inetre equal to 1 650 763·73 vacuum wavelengths of the orange radiation (2P10 - 5dl ) of the krypton atom.
ofm.ass 86 is to be submitted in 1960 for formal approval by the 11th
General Conference of Weights and Measures. The reproducibility
of the selected wavelength approaches 1 part in 10 9 • There is
some prospect of establishing the second of time in terms of the
frequency of an atomic (or :molecular) radiation, with a reproducibility of 1 part in 10 10, when the General Conference meets again
in 1966. Appropriate m.eans will, however, need to be devised to
correlate and harm.onise, as and when found necessary, the units
of time furnished by the astronomioal and atomio standards. Both
these :must oontinue to be used, the form.er for the long-term purposes
of astronomy and the latter to meet the immediate needs of physios
and radio-engineering.
After Dl&ny years have elapsed it should be possible to asoertain
whether there is any difference between atomic and astronomical
scales of tilDe-a matter of some cosmological interest to which
attention has been directed by E. C. Bullard [30]. The atomio
beam. is at present the most favoured source of the frequency
standard and a, beam. of suitable atoms !Day well, in due course,
provide a wavelength standard superior even to the krypton-S6line
emitted by the hot-cathode discharge lamp at 63 0 K.
In the present state of knowledge there seems little hope of
defining the fundamental unit of mass in terms of a natural standard,
e.g. an elementary particle, atom or moleoule, with the preoision
of 1 part in 108 ascribed to the existing m.aterial standard. R. D.
Huntoon and U. Fano [31] have drawn attention, however, to the
possible use of the gyromagnetic ratio of the proton as the :means
of defining a third basio unit (probably the gauss). This with the
units of length and time, also depending on atomio characteristics,
m.ight provide in the future the stable foundations of a comprehensive
systeIll of lIleasurem.ent for all other physical quantities.
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